
 

 

Sounds of Earth  

 

First, Arthur listened to the sound of the ocean. He closed his eyes and let its rhythm fill his mind. He tried to 

imagine what the ocean would have looked like. For a moment, he had a vision of a vast body of water that 

stretched as far as the eye could see. In that moment, he had a notion of infinity. Then the vision faded. He 

left the Sound Room and read a panel to its side, which noted Interesting Fact: life originated from the 

ocean. 

 

Arthur then listened to the wind passing through a forest. Starting out as a whisper, the wind swelled as he 

listened. He heard things rustling, shifting. “What is that?” Arthur asked the Sound Room. “The sound of 

trees moving,” replied a flat robotic tone. Arthur tried to imagine the wind dancing through the branches of 

hundreds of swaying trees, but failed. 

 

The sign by the next display was titled “Birds at dawn.” When Arthur entered it, he heard a series of melodic 

cries. He listened as the strange voices rose and fell in harmony. New voices joined the song, and each voice 

contributed something unique. Arthur kept listening until the sound was cut off by a familiar flat tone. “This 

Sound Room is finished.”  

 

“Arthur,” came a yell, interrupting his train of thought. “Come listen to this one.” Arthur walked over, and 

before he could protest, his little brother pushed him into a Sound Room titled “Lion.” A loud, powerful roar 

filled his ears. In his mind, Arthur saw endless fields of grass, and felt the warm rays of a single sun. He saw 

water shining in quickly flowing rivers, and the wriggling bodies of cubs feeding. The roar spoke of an 

ancient time, before humans had ventured into the stars. It spoke of Earth. 

 

“But Mum, why didn’t we take the animals with us?” asked Arthur after they had left the museum.  

“I don’t think there were many left when humans departed Earth,” said their mother.  

“What happened to the lions?” asked his brother.  

“Boys, that’s enough questions, now why don’t you play a game on your Reality Goggles while we wait for 

the robot to pick us up?” 

 

As they waited, Arthur looked around at the looming grey buildings surrounding them. All he could hear 

now was the whirring and clanging of different machines.   


